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Abstract. Many problems in natural language processing and computer vision
can be framed as structured prediction problems. Structural support vector machines (SVM) is a popular approach for training structured predictors, where
learning is framed as an optimization problem. Most structural SVM solvers alternate between a model update phase and an inference phase (which predicts
structures for all training examples). As structures become more complex, inference becomes a bottleneck and thus slows down learning considerably. In this
paper, we propose a new learning algorithm for structural SVMs called DEMIDCD that extends the dual coordinate descent approach by decoupling the model
update and inference phases into different threads. We take advantage of multicore hardware to parallelize learning with minimal synchronization between the
model update and the inference phases. We prove that our algorithm not only converges but also fully utilizes all available processors to speed up learning, and validate our approach on two real-world NLP problems: part-of-speech tagging and
relation extraction. In both cases, we show that our algorithm utilizes all available
processors to speed up learning and achieves competitive performance. For example, it achieves a relative duality gap of 1% on a POS tagging problem in 192
seconds using 16 threads, while a standard implementation of a multi-threaded
dual coordinate descent algorithm with the same number of threads requires more
than 600 seconds to reach a solution of the same quality.
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Introduction

Many prediction problems in natural language processing, computer vision and other
fields are structured prediction problems, where decision making involves assigning
values to interdependent variables. The output structure can represent sequences, clusters, trees or arbitrary graphs over the decision variables. The structural support vector
machine (structural SVM) [23] is a widely used approach for training the parameters
of structured models. However, training a structural SVM is computationally expensive
and this often places limits on the size of the training sets that can be used or limits the
expressivity of the structures considered among the interdependent variables. Designing
efficient learning algorithms for structural prediction models is therefore an important
research question.
Various approaches have been proposed in the literature to learn with the structural
SVM algorithm – both exact [22, 12, 3, 4, 13] and approximate [19, 8]. However, these
algorithms are inherently single-threaded, and extending them to a multi-core environment is not trivial. Therefore, these algorithms cannot take advantage of the multiple
cores available in most modern workstations.
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Existing parallel algorithms for training structural SVMs (such as [3]) use a sequence of two phases: an inference phase, where loss-augmented inference is performed
using the current model, and a model update phase. Each phase is separated from the
other by a barrier that prevents model update until the inference is complete and vice
versa. A similar barrier exists in map-reduce implementations of the binary SVM [5]
and the Perceptron [17] algorithms. Such barrier-based approaches prevent existing parallel algorithms from fully utilizing the available processors.
In this paper, we propose the DEMI-DCD algorithm (DEcoupled Model-update
and Inference with Dual Coordinate Descent), a new barrier-free parallel algorithm
based on the dual coordinate descent (DCD) method for the L2-loss structural SVM.
DCD has been shown competitive with other optimization techniques such as the cutting plane method [23] and the Frank-Wolfe method [13]. DEMI-DCD removes the
need for a barrier between the model update and the inference phases allowing us to
distribute these two steps across multiple cores. We show that our approach has the
following advantages:
1. DEMI-DCD requires little synchronization between threads. Therefore, it fully
utilizes the computational power of multiple cores to reduce training time.
2. As in the standard dual coordinate descent approach, DEMI-DCD can make multiple updates on the structures discovered by the loss-augmented inference, thus fully
utilizing the available information. Furthermore, our approach retains the convergence properties of dual coordinate descent.
We evaluate our method on two NLP applications – part-of-speech tagging and
entity-relation extraction from text. In both cases, we demonstrate that not only does
DEMI-DCD converge faster than existing methods to better performing solutions (according to both primal objective value and test set performance), it also fully takes
advantage of all available processors unlike the other methods. For the part-of-speech
tagging task, we show that with 16 threads, our approache reaches a relative duality
gap of 1% in 192 seconds, while a standard multi-threaded implementation of the dual
coordinate descent algorithm with 16 threads takes more than 600 seconds to reach an
equivalent solution. Similarly, for the entity-relations task, our approach reaches within
1% of the optimal within 86 seconds, compared to 275 seconds for the baseline.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We review the structural SVM model
and the DCD method in Section 2. The proposed algorithm is described in Section 3.
We survey related methods in Section 4. Empirical results are demonstrated in Section
5. Section 6 provides concluding remarks and discussion.
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Background: Structural SVM

We are given a set of training examples D = {xi , y i }li=1 , where instances xi ∈ X
are annotated with structures y i ∈ Yi . Here the set Yi is a set of feasible structures for
the ith instance. Training a structural SVMs (SSVM) [23] is framed as the problem of
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learning a real-valued weight vector w by solving the following optimization problem:
min

X
1 T
w w+C
`(ξi )
2
i

s.t.

wT Φ(xi , y i ) − wT Φ(xi , y) ≥ ∆(y i , y) − ξi ,

w,ξ

(1)
∀i, y ∈ Yi .

where Φ(x, y) is the feature vector extracted from input the x and output y and `(ξ) is
the loss that needs to be minimized. The constraints in (1) indicate that for all training
examples and all possible output structures, the score for the correct output structure y i
is greater than the score for other output structures y by at least ∆(y i , y). The slack
variable ξi ≥ 0 penalizes the violation. The loss ` is an increasing function of the slack
that is minimized as part of the objective: when `(ξ) = ξ, we refer to (1) as an L1-loss
structural SVM, while when `(ξ) = ξ 2 , we call it an L2-loss structural SVM.1 For
mathematical simplicity, in this paper, we only consider the linear L2-loss structural
SVM model, although our method can potentially be extended to other variants of the
structural SVM.
Instead of directly solving (1), several optimization algorithms for SSVM consider
its dual form [23, 12, 4] by introducing dual variables αi,y for each output structure y
and each example xi . If α is the set of all dual variables, the dual problem can be stated
as
min D(α), and
α>0

2

1 X X
+
αi,y
4C i
y

1 X
αi,y φ(y, y i , xi )
D(α) ≡
2 α
i,y

!2
−

X

∆(y, y i )αi,y ,

i,y

(2)
where φ(y, y i , xi ) = φ(y i , xi ) − φ(y, xi ). The constraint α ≥ 0 restricts all the dual
variables to be non-negative (i.e., αi,y ≥ 0∀i, y).
For the optimal values, the relationship between the primal optimal w∗ (that is, the
solution of (1)), and the dual optimal α∗ (that is, the solution of (2)) is
w∗ =

X

∗
αi,y
φ(y, y i , xi ).

i,y

Although this relationship only holds for the solutions, in a linear model, one can maintain a temporary vector
X
w≡
αi,y φ(y, y i , xi )
(3)
i,y

to assist the computations [10].
1

p
In L2-loss structural SVM formulation, one may replace ∆(y i , y) by ∆(y i , y) to obtain an
upper bound on the empirical risk [23]. However, we keep using ∆(y i , y) for computational
and notational convenience. Thus, Eq. (1) minimizes the mean square loss with a regularization
term.
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In practice, for most definitions of structures, the set of feasible structures for a given
instance (that is, Yi ) is exponentially large, leading to an exponentially large number
of dual variables. Therefore, existing dual methods [4, 23] maintain an active set of
dual variables A (also called the working set in the literature). During training, only the
dual variables in A are considered for an update and the rest αi,y ∈
/ A areSfixed to 0.
We denote the active set associated with the instance xi as Ai and A = i Ai . The
following theorem justifies the use of an active set.
∗
∗
Theorem 1. Let α∗ be the optimal solution of (2) and A∗ = {αi,y
| αi,y
> 0}. Then
any optimal solution of

min
α≥0

D(α)

s.t. αi,y = 0,

∀αi,y ∈
/ A∗

(4)

is an optimal solution of (2).
This suggests that we can reduce the size of the optimization problem by carefully
identifying nonzero α’s. This property of the dual is widely used for training SVMs,
for example, with the cutting-plane method [23, 12], with a dual coordinate descent
method [3, 4], and has also been used for solving binary SVM [11, 10, 2].
We observe that across all these methods, in a single-thread implementation, training consists of two phases:
1. Updating the values αi,y ∈ A (learning step), and
2. Selecting and maintaining the active set A (active set selection step).
The learning step usually updates each dual variable αi,y ∈ A several times until
convergence for the current active set. The active set selection step involves solving the
following loss-augmented inference problem for each example xi :
max

y∈Yi

wT φ(xi , y) + ∆(y i , y)

(5)

Solving loss-augmented inference is usually computationally more expensive than the
time for updating the model. In the traditional sequential implementations, these two
steps block each other. Even if inference for each example is performed in parallel on
a multi-core machine, the model update cannot be done until inference is solved for all
training examples. Similarly, inference cannot start until the model update is complete.
Balancing the time spent on these two parts is a crucial aspect of algorithm design. In
the next section, we will show that, on a multi-core machine, we can indeed fully utilize
the available computational power without the barrier between the two training steps.

3

Parallel Strategies for Structured Learning

In this section, we describe the parallel learning algorithm DEMI-DCD which decouples the model update steps from the inference steps during learning, and hence fully
utilizes the computational power of multi-core machines.
Let p be the number of threads allocated for learning. DEMI-DCD first splits the
p−1
training data D into p − 1 disjoint parts: {Bj }j=1
with each Bj ⊂ D. Then, it generates
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two types of threads, a learning thread and p − 1 active set selection threads. The j th
active set selection thread is responsible for maintaining an active set Ai for each example i in the part Bj . It does so by searching for candidate structures for each instance
in Bj using the current model w which is maintained by the learning thread.
The learning thread loops over all the examples and updates the model w using
αi,y ∈ Ai for the ith example. The p − 1 active set selection threads are independent
of each other, and they share Ai and w with the learning thread using shared memory
buffers. We will now discuss our model in detail. The algorithms executing the learning
and the active set selection threads are listed as Algorithm 1 and 2 respectively.
Learning thread The learning thread performs a two-level iterative procedure until the
stopping conditions are satisfied. It first initializes α0 to a zero vector, then it generates
a sequence of solutions {α0 , α1 , . . .}. We refer to the step from αt to αt+1 as the outer
iteration. Within this iteration, the learning thread sequentially visits each instance xi
in the data set and updates αi,y ∈ Ai while all the other dual variables are kept fixed.
To update αi,y , it solves the following one variable sub-problem that uses the definition
of the dual objective function from Eq. (2):
d¯i,y = arg min D(α + ei,y d) s.t. dαi,y + d ≥ 0
d


2
X
1
1
d +
αi,y  − d∆(yi , y) (6)
= arg min kw + φ(y, y i , xi )dk2 +
2
4C
d
y∈Ai

s.t.

αi,y + d ≥ 0.

Here, w is defined in Eq. (3) and ei,y is a vector where only the element corresponding
to (i, y) is one and the rest are zero. Eq. (6) is a quadratic optimization problem with
one variable and has an analytic solution. Therefore, the update rule of αi,y can be
written as:
P
1
0
∆(y, y i ) − wT φ(y, y i , xi ) − (2C)
y 0 αi,y
d¯i,y ←
,
1
2
kφ(y, y i , xi )k + (2C)
(7)
αi,y ← max(αi,y + d¯i,y , 0).
To maintain the relation between α and w specified in Eq. (3), w is updated accordingly:
w ← w + di,y φ(y, y i , xi ).
(8)
We will now discuss two implementation issues to improve DEMI-DCD. First, during the learning, w is shared between the learning and the active set selection threads.
Therefore, we would like to maintain w in a shared buffer. However, the update rules
in Steps (7)-(8) can be done in O(n̄), where n̄ is number of average active features
of φ(x, y). Thus, when the number of active features is small, the updates are quick.
Hence, we require to maintain a lock to prevent the active set selection threads from accessing w when it is being updated. To reduce the cost of synchronization, we maintain
a local copy of w and copy w to a shared buffer (denoted by w̄) after every ρ updates.
This reduces the overhead of synchronization.
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Algorithm 1 Learning Thread
Input: Dataset D and the number of iterations before updating the shared buffer, ρ.
Output: The learned model w
1: w ← 0, α ← 0, #updates ← 0.
2: while stopping conditions are not satisfied do
3:
for i = 1 → l (loop over each instance) do
4:
for all y in Ai do
5:
if Eq. (9) is satisfied then
6:
Ai ← Ai \ {αi,y }.
7:
else
8:
update corresponding αi,y by Eq. (7)-Eq.(8),
9:
#updates ← #updates + 1.
10:
end if
11:
if #updates mod ρ = 0 then
12:
Copy w to w̄ in a shared buffer.
13:
end if
14:
end for
15:
end for
16: end while

Second, as the active set selection thread keeps adding dual variables into A, the
size of A grows quickly. To avoid the learning thread from wasting time on the bounded
dual variables, we implement a shrinking strategy inspired by [11]2 . Specifically, if αi,ȳ
equals to zero and
−∇(α)i,ȳ = ∆(ȳ, y i ) − wT φ(ȳ, y i , xi ) −

1 X
αi,y < δ
2

(9)

y∈Ai

then DEMI-DCD removes αi,ȳ from Ai . Notice that the shrinking strategy is more
aggressive if δ is large. For binary classification, a negative δ is usually used. This is
because, in the binary classification case, the size of the data is usually large (typically
millions of examples); therefore incorrectly removing an instance from the active set
requires a lengthy process that iterates over all the examples to add it back. However,
in our case, aggressive shrinking strategy is safe because the active set selection threads
can easily add the candidate structures back. Therefore, in our implementation, we set
δ to 0.01.
Active set selection threads As mentioned, the j th active set selection thread iterates
over all instances xi ∈ Bj and selects candidate active variables based on solving an
augmented inference problem (line 4 in Algorithm 2), that is, eq. (5). Just like the learning thread, each active set selection thread maintains a local copy of w. This setting aims
to prevent w from being changed while the loss augmented inference is being solved,
thus avoiding a possibly suboptimal solution. The local copy of w will be updated from
w̄ in the shared buffer after each ρ iterations.
2

This shrinking strategy is also related to the condition used by cutting plane methods for adding
constraints into the working set.
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Algorithm 2 The j th Active Set Selection Thread
Input: Part of dataset for this thread Bj , and the number of iterations before updating the shared
buffer, ρ.
1: w ← 0 (a local copy), #Inference ← 0,
2: while Learning thread is not stopped do
3:
for all (xi , y i ) ∈ Bj do
4:
ȳ ← fAugInf (w, xi , y i ).
5:
if ȳ ∈
/ Ai then
6:
Ai ← {Ai ∪ ȳ}.
7:
end if
8:
#Inference ← #Inference + 1
9:
if #Inference mod ρ = 0 then
10:
Copy from the model w̄ in shared buffer to w.
11:
end if
12:
end for
13: end while

Synchronization Our algorithm requires little synchronization between threads. In
fact, only the learning thread can write to w̄ and only the j th active set selection thread
can modify Ai for any i ∈ Bj . It is very unlikely, but possible, that the learning thread
and the inference threads will be reading/writing w̄ or Ai concurrently. To avoid this,
one can use a mutex lock to ensure that the copy operation is atomic. However, in practice, we found that this synchronization is unnecessary.
3.1

Analysis

In this section, we analyze the proposed multi-core algorithm. We observed that α’s
can be added to the A by the active set selection thread, but might be removed by the
learning thread with the shrinking strategy. Therefore, we define Ā to be a subset of
A that contains αi,y which has been visited by the learning thread at least once and
remains in the A.
Theorem 2. The number of variables which have been added to Ā during the entire
training process is bounded by O(1/δ 2 ).
The proof follows from [4, Theorem 1]. This theorem says that the size of Ā is bounded
as a function of δ.
Theorem 3. If Ā =
6 ∅ is not expanded, then the proposed algorithm converges to an
-optimal solution of
min
α≥0

D(α) s.t. αi,y = 0, ∀y ∈
/ Ai

(10)

in O(log(1/)) steps.
If Ā is fixed, our learning thread performs standard dual coordinate descent, as in [10].
Hence, this theorem follows from the analysis of dual coordinate descent. The global
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convergence rate of the method can be inferred from [24] which generalizes the proof
in [15].
Theorem 2 shows that the size of Ā will eventually stop growing. Theorem 3 shows
that when Ā is fixed, the weight vector w converges to the optimum of (10). Hence, the
local copies in the learning thread and the active set selection threads can be arbitrary
close. Following the analysis in [4], the convergence of DEMI-DCD then follows.

4

Related Work

Several related works have a resemblance to the method proposed in this paper. In the
following, we briefly review the literature and discuss the connections.
A Parallel Algorithm for Dual Coordinate Descent The structural SVM package
JLIS [3] implements a parallel algorithm in a Master-Slave architecture to solve Eq.
(2).3 , Given p processors, it first splits the training data into p parts. Then the algorithm
maintains a model w, dual variables α, and an active set A and updates these in an
iterative fashion. In each iteration, the master thread sends one part of the data to a
slave thread. For each slave thread, it iterates over each assigned example xi , and picks
the best structures ȳ according to current w. Then (xi , ȳ) is added into the active set A
if the following condition is satisfied:
1 X
αi,y > δ.
(11)
∆(ȳ, y i ) − wT φ(ȳ, y i , xi ) −
2
y∈Ai

Only after all the slave threads have finished processing all the examples, the master
thread performs dual coordinate descent updates to solve the following optimization
loosely:
min D(α) s.t. αi,y = 0, ∀y ∈
/ Ai .
α≥0

The algorithm stops when a stopping condition is reached. This approach is closely
related to the n-slack cutting plane method for solving structural SVM [23]. However,
[23] assumes that the sub-problem is solved exactly4 , while this restriction can be relaxed under a dual coordinate descent framework.
We will refer to this approach for parallelizing structural SVM training as MSDCD (for Master-Slave dual coordinate descent) and compare it experimentally with
DEMI-DCD in Section 5.
Structured Perceptron and its parallel version The Structured Perceptron [6] algorithm has been widely used in the literature. At each iteration, it picks an example xi
that is annotated with y i and finds its best structured output ȳ according to the current
model w using an inference algorithm. Then, the model is updated as
w ← w + η(φ(xi , y i ) − φ(xi , ȳ)),
3

4

The implementation of MS-DCD can be downloaded at http://cogcomp.cs.
illinois.edu/page/software_view/JLIS.
The cutting-plane solver for structural SVM usually sets a tolerance parameter, and stops the
sub-problem solver when the inner stopping criteria is satisfied.
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where η is a learning rate. Notice that the Structural Perceptron requires an inference
step before each update. This makes it different from the dual methods for structured
SVMs where the inference step is used to update the active set. One important advantage
of the dual methods is that they can perform multiple updates on the elements in the
active set without doing inference for each update. As we will show in Section 5, this
limits the efficiency of the Perceptron algorithm. Some caching strategies have been
developed for structural Perceptron. For example, [7] introduces a caching technique to
periodically update the model with examples on which the learner had made mistakes
in previous steps. However, this approach is ad-hoc without convergence guarantees.
A parallelization strategy for structured Pereceptron (SP-IPM) has been proposed
[18] using the Map-Reduce framework. It calls for first splitting the training data into
several parts. In the map phase, it distributes data to each mapper and runs a separate
Perceptron learner on each shard in parallel. Then, in the reduce phase, the models
are mixed using a linear combination. The mixed model serves as the initial model
for the next round. In this paper, we implement this map-reduce framework as a multithread program. SP-IPM requires barrier synchronizations between the map and reduce
phases, which limits the computational performance. In addition, in the model mixing
strategy, each local model is updated using exclusive data blocks. Therefore, the mappers might make updates that are inconsistent with each other. As a result, it requires
many iterations to converge.
General Parallel Algorithms for Convex Optimization Some general parallel optimization algorithms have been proposed in the literature. For example, delayed stochastic (sub-)gradient descent methods have been studied with assumptions on smoothness
of the problem [1, 14]. However, their applicability to structured SVM has not been
explored.

5

Experiments

In this section, we show the effectiveness of the DEMI-DCD algorithm compared to
other parallel structured learning algorithms.
5.1

Experimental Setup

We evaluate our algorithm on two natural language processing tasks: part-of-speech
tagging (POS-WSJ) and jointly predicting entities and their relations (Entity-Relation).
These tasks, which have very different output structures, are described below.
POS tagging (POS-WSJ) POS tagging is the task of labeling each word in a sentence
with its part of speech. This task is typically modeled as a sequence labeling task, where
each tag is associated with emission features that capture word-tag association and transition features that capture sequential tag-tag association. For this setting, inference can
be solved efficiently using the Viterbi algorithm.
We use the standard Penn Treebank Wall Street Journal corpus [16] to train and
evaluate our POS tagger using the standard data split for training (sections 2-22, 39832
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sentences) and testing (section 23, 2416 sentences). In our experiments, we use indicators for the conjunction between the word and tags as emission features and pairs of
tags as transition features.
Entity and Relation Recognition (Entity-Relation) This is the task of assigning entity types to spans of text and identifying relations among them [20]. For example, for
the sentence John Smith resides in London, we would predict John Smith to be a P ER SON , L ONDON to be a L OCATION and the relation L IVES -I N between them.
As in the original work, we modeled prediction as a 0-1 linear program (ILP) where
binary indicator variables capture all possible entity-label decisions and entity pair label
decisions (that is, relation labels). Linear constraints force exactly one label to be assigned with each entity and relation. In addition, the constraints also encode background
knowledge about the types of entities allowed for each relation label. For example, a
L IVES -I N relation can only connect a P ERSON to a L OCATION. We refer the reader to
[21] for further details. Unlike the original paper, which studied a decomposed learning
setting, we jointly train the entity-relation model using an ILP for the loss-augmented
inference. We used the state-of-the-art Gurobi ILP solver [9] to solve inference for this
problem both during training and test. We report results using the annotated data from
[21] consisting of 5925 examples with an 80-20 train-test split.
We based our implementation on the publicly available implementation of MSDCD, which implements a dual coordinate descent method for solving structural SVM.
DCD [4] has been shown competitive comparing to other L2-loss and L1-loss structural
SVM solvers such as a 1-slack variable cutting-plane method [12] and a Frank-Wolfe
optimization method [13] when using one CPU core.
As described in Section 3, our method is an extension of DCD and further improves
its performance using multiple cores. All the algorithms are implemented in Java. We
conducted our experiments on a 24-core machine with Xeon E5-2440 processors running 64-bit Scientific Linux. Unless otherwise stated, all results use 16 threads. We set
the value of C to 0.1 for all experiments.
Our experiments compare the following three methods:
1. DEMI-DCD: the proposed algorithm described in Section 3. We use one thread
for learning and the rest for inference (that is, active set selection).
2. MS-DCD: A master-slave style parallel implementation of dual coordinate descent
method from JLIS package [3] described in Section 4.
3. SP-IPM: A parallel structural Perceptron algorithm proposed in [18]. We run 10
epochs of Perceptron updates for each shard at each outer iteration.
Note that the first two methods solve an L2-Structural SVM problem (1) and converge
to the same minimum.
Our experiments answer the following research question: Can DEMI-DCD make
use of the available CPU resources to converge faster to a robust structural prediction
model? To answer this, for both our tasks, we first compare the convergence speed of
DEMI-DCD and MS-DCD. Second, we compare the performance of the three algorithms on the test sets of the two tasks. Third, we show that DEMI-DCD maximally
utilizes all available CPU cores unlike the other two algorithms. Finally, we report the
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Fig. 1: Relative primal function value difference to the reference model versus wall
clock time. See the text for more details.
results of an analysis experiment, where we show the performance of our algorithm
with different number of available threads.
5.2

Empirical Convergence Speed

First, we compare DEMI-DCD to MS-DCD in terms of their speed of convergence in
terms of objective function value. We omit SP-IPM in this comparison because it does
not solve the SVM optimization problem. Figure 1 shows the relative primal objective
function (that is, the value of the objective in Eq. (1)) with respect to a reference model
w∗ as a function of wall-clock training time. In other words, if the objective function is
denoted by f , we plot (f (w) − f (w∗ )) /f (w∗ ) as w varies with training time for each
algorithm. The reference model is the one that achieves the lowest primal value among
the compared models. In the figure, both the training time and the relative difference
are shown in log-scale. From the results, we see that the proposed method is faster than
MS-DCD on both tasks. DEMI-DCD is especially faster than MS-DCD in the early
stage of optimization. This is important because usually we can achieve a model with
reasonable generative performance before solving (1) exactly. Note that the inference in
Entity-Relation is much slower than inference for POS-WSJ. For example, at each iteration on POS-WSJ, MS-DCD takes 0.62 seconds to solve inference on all the training
samples using 16 threads and takes 3.87 seconds to update the model using 1 thread,
while it takes 10.64 seconds to solve the inference and 8.45 seconds to update the model
on Entity-Relation. As a result, the difference between DEMI-DCD and MS-DCD is
much higher on POS-WSJ. We will discuss the reason for this in Section 5.3.
Next, we show that the proposed method can obtain a reasonable and stable solution
in a short time. Figure 2 shows the test set performance of the three algorithms as
training proceeds. For POS-WSJ, we evaluate the model using token-based accuracy.
For Entity-Relation, we evaluate the entity and relation labels separately and report
the micro-averaged F1 over the test set. In all cases, DEMI-DCD is the fastest one to
achieve a converged performance. As mentioned, DEMI-DCD is more efficient than
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Fig. 2: Performance of POS-WSJ and Entity-Relation plotted as a function of wall clock
training time. For Entity-Relation, we report the F1 scores of both entity and relation
tasks. Note that the X-axis is in log scale. We see that DEMI-DCD converges faster to
better performing models.

MS-DCD in the early iterations. As a result, it takes less time to generate a reasonable
model. Note that SP-IPM achieves better final performance on the POS-WSJ task.
This is so because SP-IPM converges to a different model from DEMI-DCD and
MS-DCD. For both entities and relations, SP-IPM converges slowly and, moreover,
its performance is unstable for the relations. We observe that the convergence of SPIPM is slow because the Perceptron algorithm needs to solve an inference problem
before each update. When the inference is slow, the number of updates in SP-IPM
is significantly smaller than DEMI-DCD and MS-DCD. For example, in the EntityRelation task, DEMI-DCD makes around 55 million updates within 100 seconds, while
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(a) POS-WSJ (1,318%, 257%, 1,177%)
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(b) Entity-Relation (1,462%, 527%, 1248%)

Fig. 3: CPU usage of each method during training. The numbers listed in the caption are
the average CPU usage percentage per second for DEMI-DCD, MS-DCD, SP-IPM,
respectively. We show moving averages of CPU usage with a window of 2 seconds. Note
that we allow all three algorithms to use 16 threads in a 24 core machine. Thus, while
all the algorithms can report upto 1600% CPU usage, only DEMI-DCD consistently
reports high CPU usage.
SP-IPM only makes 76 thousand updates in total.5 In other words, DEMI-DCD is
faster and better than SP-IPM because it performs many inexpensive updates.

5.3

CPU Utilization

Finally, we investigate the CPU utilization of the three algorithms by plotting the moving average of CPU usage in Figure 3 during training, as reported by the Unix command
top. Since we provide all algorithms with 16 threads, the maximum CPU utilization
can be 1600%. The results show that DEMI-DCD almost fully utilizes the available
CPU resources.
We see that neither baseline manages to use the available resources consistently.
The average CPU usage for MS-DCD on POS-WSJ is particularly small because the
inference step on this task is relatively easy (i.e. using the Viterbi algorithm). In fact,
MS-DCD spends only around 25% of the time on the inference steps, which is solved
by the slave threads in parallel. Both MS-DCD and SP-IPM require a barrier to ensure
that the subtasks sent to the slave threads are complete. This barrier limits the CPU
utilization and hence slows down the learners. Since inference is more expensive (i.e.
an ILP call) for the Entity-Relation case, more time is spent on inference in the learning
algorithms. Since this step is distributed across the slaves for both MS-DCD and SPIPM, we see periods of high CPU activity followed by low activity (when only the
master thread is active).
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Fig. 4: Relative primal function value difference along training time using different
number of threads. We also show a DCD implementation using one CPU core (1DCD). Both x-axis and y-axis are in log scale.
5.4

Performance with Different Number of Threads

In our final set of experiments, we study the performance of DEMI-DCD for different
number of threads. Figure 4 shows the change in the primal objective function value
difference as a function of training time for different number of threads. Note that the
training time and the function values are shown in log-scale. For comparison, we also
5

SP-IPM has 16 threads running on different shards of data in parallel. We simply sum up all
the updates on different shards.
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show the performance of a DCD implementation using only one CPU core (1-DCD).
As can be seen in the figure, the training time is reduced as the number of threads increases. With multiple threads, DEMI-DCD is significantly faster than 1-DCD. However, when the number of threads is more than 8, the difference is small. That is because
the inference step (i.e, the active set selection step) is no longer the bottleneck.

6

Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a new learning algorithm for training structural SVMs,
called DEMI-DCD. This algorithm decouples the model update and inference phases
of learning allowing us to execute them in parallel, thus allowing us taking advantage
of multi-core machines for training. We showed that the DEMI-DCD algorithm converges to the optimum solution of the structural SVM objective. We experimentally
evaluated our algorithm on the structured learning tasks of part-of-speech tagging and
entity-relation extraction and showed that it outperforms existing strategies for training
structured predictors in terms of both convergence time and CPU utilization.
The approach proposed in this paper opens up several directions for future research.
Here, we have considered the case of a single learning thread that updates the models
using the available active sets. A promising direction for future exploration is to explore
the possibility of using multiple learning threads to update the models.
For some structured prediction problems, the output structure may be too complex
for inference to be solved in a tractable fashion. For such cases, learning schemes with
approximate inference have been proposed (e.g., [8, 19]). Incorporating approximate
inference into our method is an interesting topic for future study.
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